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A two-dimensional elasticity analysis for steady-state axisymmetric dynamic response of
an arbitrarily thick elastic homogeneous hollow cylinder of inﬁnite length, which is imper-
fectly bonded to the surrounding ﬂuid-saturated permeable formation, subject to an axially
moving ring load, is presented. The problem solution is derived by using Biot’s dynamic
theory of poroelasticity in conjunction with double Fourier transformation with respect
to time (frequency) and axial coordinate (axial wave number). The analytical results are
illustrated with numerical examples in which a concrete tunnel lining of uniform wall
thickness is imperfectly bonded to a surrounding water-saturated poroelastic formation
of soft/stiff frame characteristic. Numerical solutions for the radial shell mid-plane and for-
mation displacements are calculated by analytical (numerical) inversion of the Fourier
transformation with respect to the frequency (axial wave number). Primary attention is
focused on the inﬂuence of bonding condition at the liner/soil interface, formation material
type, and load velocity on the system’s dynamic response. Limiting cases are considered
and good agreements with the solutions available in the literature are obtained.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Tunneling in the soft ground is a common geotechnical activity for construction of economically effective transportation
or ﬂuid management facilities in many areas around the world. Practically, however, most underground rocks or soils can not
support the weight from the upper parts. As a result, it is common to use various linings to support tunnels. Consequently,
the study of response of lined underground or submarine transportation tunnels and pipelines to dynamic loading is a fun-
damental engineering problem in dynamic soil-structure interaction. In particular, the dynamic response of buried cylindri-
cal shells (liners, casings, pipelines, etc.) or cavities to loads moving along their axis has attracted the attention of numerous
investigators for decades. Such loads may arise for example due to pressure pulses in the internal ﬂow in pipelines (Kumar
and Ailawalia, 2005), water hammer in liquid-ﬁlled pipe systems (Tijsseling, 2007), from the moving vehicle loads in a trans-
portation tunnels (Forrest and Hunt, 2006), or shock waves induced by in-tunnel gaseous detonations (Yang and Yang, 2003).
Extensive efforts have long been dedicated to studying the dynamic response of lined or unlined cylindrical cavities
(bores, tunnels, mining shafts, etc.) subjected to moving loads. Only the most signiﬁcant works relevant to the present study
shall be reviewed here. Parnes (1969) used dynamic elasticity theory and the Fourier transformation method to consider the
steady-state response due to traveling harmonic normal, transverse, and torsional ring loads in a circular cylindrical bore
within an inﬁnite elastic medium. He assumed the load travel speed to be greater than the propagation velocities of the
dilatational and equivoluminal waves in the elastic medium, and presented numerical results for both the stress and. All rights reserved.
ax: +98 21 745 1143.
inejad).
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sional circular line load traveling with a constant velocity in the axial direction along the interior of a cylindrical bore embed-
ded in an inﬁnite elastic medium. He presented numerical results for the displacement and stress components for points
throughout the medium for both superseismic and subseismic cases, and investigated the dynamic behavior at the sharp
S-wave front that exists in the superseismic case. Pozhuev (1980) considered an axially symmetric normal ring load moving
inside a thin inﬁnitely long cylindrical shell imperfectly bonded to a transversely isotropic surrounding medium at a con-
stant velocity, which is less than the velocity of the propagation of shear waves in the medium. He investigated the reaction
of the cylindrical shell to the action of a moving load and estimated the effect of the anisotropy of the medium on the value of
the critical velocity and also on the distribution of the displacements and stresses in the rock mass. Paplinski andWlodarczyk
(1980) studied response of elastic medium to an axisymmetrical load moving along an embedded cylindrical hole, in order to
model the effects of the explosion gas products which travel along the borehole at subseismic speeds. Chonan (1981) applied
Fourier transform with respect to an axial space variable together with the thick shell theory to examine the effect of imper-
fect bonding on the steady-state response of a buried elastic isotropic cylindrical shell subjected to an axisymmetric ring
pressure load moving in the axial direction along the interior of the shell. He determined the critical speed of the applied
load for which a resonance effect occurs in the system as a function of the stiffness of the bond between the shell and
the continuum. He also calculated the radial displacements of the shell for subcritical load speeds for several values of
the bond stiffness, and compared his results with those from the classical thin shell theory. Chonan concluded that the re-
sponse of the shell is highly sensitive to the bond stiffness, which suggests the necessity for taking the state of bonding into
consideration in the study of the interaction of a shell and a solid medium. Datta and Chakraborty (1984) used a thin shell
model to study vibrations of buried pipelines induced by axisymmetric ring axial and radial loads moving in the axial direc-
tion along the interior of the shell. The authors assumed a very thin layer of viscoelastic material in between the pipe and the
surrounding medium, in order to allow for possible motion of the pipe out of phase from the ground. They found that the
response of a buried pipe depends critically on the speed of the propagating load, the Poisson’s ratio, and the rigidity of
the surrounding medium. Singh and Singh (1990) used Flugge’s thin shell theory to investigate the axisymmetric dynamic
response of an orthotropic inﬁnite cylindrical shell which is perfectly bonded to the surrounding homogeneous, isotropic and
elastic soil medium and is subjected to radial and/or tangential (inclined) line loads moving along the shell axis. They look
into the relative inﬂuence of orthotropic shell material parameters on the steady-state shell response when it is placed under
different ground conditions (i.e., very hard or rocky, moderately hard, and soft soils). Singh et al. (1999) subsequently used a
thick shell theory, including the effects of rotary inertia and shear deformation, to present theoretical analysis and numerical
results for non-axisymmetric dynamic response of buried (perfectly bonded) orthotropic cylindrical shells (pipelines) sub-
jected to a moving load along the axis of the shell. They found that the shell response is signiﬁcantly affected by change
in the non-dimensional orthotropic parameters as well as the change of response mode (i.e., axisymmetric or ﬂexural mode).
Lu and Jeng (2006a) employed Biot’s poroelastic theory and Fourier transformation on time and axial coordinate variable to
obtain a closed-form general solution in the frequency–wavenumber domain for the dynamic response of an unlined circular
tunnel within a porous medium and subjected to a moving axisymmetric ring load. They recovered the time-space domain
solutions by analytical inverse Fourier transformation with respect to frequency together with the numerical inverse Fourier
transformation with respect to the axial wave number. Their numerical results indicate that moving loads have very com-
plicated effects on the dynamic response of the porous medium. In particular, moving loads with a high speed will generate
larger displacement, stress and pore pressure than a static or lower speed load.
The recently obtained indisputable experimental evidence (Gurevich et al., 1999) conﬁrms that for many practical appli-
cations there are signiﬁcant qualitative differences in modeling the surrounding formation as a saturated poroelastic (two-
phase) medium rather than an elastic one. Consequently, the poroelastic (Biot) model may be considered as a more practical
idealization of the soil environment in such applications. Furthermore, the above review indicates that, while several inves-
tigators have used the standard thin (thick) shell theories to study the dynamic response of thin (moderately thick) cylin-
drical structures buried in a single-phase elastic medium due to the action of moving loads, rigorous analytic or
numerical solutions involving a hollow elastic cylinder of arbitrary wall thickness embedded within (imperfectly bonded
to) a surrounding ﬂuid-inﬁltrated permeable formation seems to be non-existent. The primary purpose of the current work
is to use the exact 2D (poro)elasticity theory in conjunction with the Fourier transform approach to ﬁll this gap. Particular
attention is paid to assessment of the inﬂuence of the bonding condition at liner/soil interface, load velocity, and surrounding
formation type on the shell’s dynamic response. Also, the general imperfect boundary condition (Vashishth and Khurana,
2004) speciﬁed between the surrounding ﬂuid-saturated porous medium and the buried structure is expected to better mod-
el the complex soil/liner dynamic interaction effects, especially when the liner is subjected to relatively high speed moving
loads. The proposed analysis is of fundamental interest due to its inherent value as a canonical problem in poroelastodynam-
ics. It is of important practical value for structural engineers involved in the dynamic analysis and design of long thick-walled
underground structures (e.g., cylindrical shells, pipelines, tunnel linings, borehole/mine shaft casings, deep missile silo
installations, etc.) subject to axisymmetric internal moving loads such as propagating blast waves induced by internal det-
onation loadings (Feldgun et al., 2008; Rigas and Sklavounos, 2005; Lachel and Linger, 1993; Parnes and Baron, 1965), mov-
ing projectiles propelled by internal pressure waves in hypervelocity launchers (Nechitailo and Lewis, 2006; Ruzzene and
Baz, 2006), and traveling internal pressure loads due to water-hammer events (Tijsseling, 2007). The presented exact solu-
tion can also serve as the benchmark for comparison to other solutions obtained by strictly numerical or asymptotic
approaches.
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2.1. The elastic liner
Consider a homogeneous isotropic hollow cylinder of uniform thickness h (inner radius ‘‘a” and outer radius ‘‘b”) embed-
ded in a ﬂuid-saturated surrounding poroelastic medium, and subjected to a general axisymmetric moving concentrated ring
load of constant velocity c0, applied on the inner surface of the elastic shell. The problem geometry, which is invariant along
the tunnel axis, is depicted in Fig. 1, where ðr; zÞ is the axisymmetric cylindrical coordinate system with origin at O. The gen-
eral wave motion in the elastic shell material is governed by the classical Navier’s equation (Pao and Mow, 1973)qe
o2W
ot2
¼ le$2W þ ðke þ leÞ$ð$ WÞ; ð1Þsubject to the appropriate boundary conditions. Here, qe is the solid material density, ke and le are the Lame constants, and
W is the vector displacement that can advantageously be expressed as sum of the gradient of a scalar potential and the curl
of a vector potentialW ¼ $/e þ $ we ð2Þ
with the condition $  we ¼ 0, where we ¼ $ ðezweÞ, in which ez is unit vector in z-direction (Pao and Mow, 1973). The above
decomposition enables us to separate the dynamic equation of motion into the classical Helmholtz equationsr2/e ¼ 1c2L
o2
ot2
/e; r2we ¼ 1c2T
o2
ot2
we; ð3Þwhere cL and cT are the compressional and shear wave velocities, known ascL ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ke þ 2le
qe
s
; cT ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
le
qe
r
: ð4ÞAlso, for axisymmetric loading conditions, the displacement and stress components in the cylindrical shell are written as
(Pao and Mow, 1973)Wr ¼ o/eor þ
o2we
oroz
; Wz ¼ o/eoz 
1
r
o
or
r
owe
or
 
;
Rrr ¼ ker2/e þ 2le
o2/e
or2
þ o
3we
or2oz
 !
;
Rrz ¼ 2le
o2/e
oroz
þ o
3we
oroz2
 !
 le
o
or
ðr2weÞ;
Rhh ¼ ker2/e þ 2ler
o/e
or
þ o
2we
oroz
 !
:
ð5ÞTo derive the general solution in the cylindrical coordinate system, we shall employ double Fourier transformation with
respect to time (frequency) and axial coordinate (axial wave number), i.e. (Williams, 1990)~f ðn;xÞ ¼
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
f ðz; tÞeiðnzþxtÞdzdt; ð6aÞ
f ðz; tÞ ¼ 1
ð2pÞ2
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
~f ðn;xÞeiðnzþxtÞdndx; ð6bÞwhere i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
, the superimposed symbol ‘‘” above a variable denotes the Fourier transformation with respect to time, t,
and axial direction, z, also, x and n are the corresponding Fourier transformation variables. Subsequent application of the
above transformation to the displacement and stress components (i.e., Eq. (5)) yields:fWr ¼ o~/eor þ in o~weor ; fWz ¼ in~/e  1r oor r oor ~we
 
;
eRrr ¼ ke 1r oor r o~/eor
 !
 n2~/e
" #
þ 2le
o2~/e
or2
þ in o
2~we
or2
 !
;
eRrz ¼ le oor 2in~/e  1r oor r oor ~we
 
 n2~we
 
;
eRhh ¼ ke 1r oor r o~/eor
 !
 n2~/e
" #
þ 2le
r
o/e
or
þ in owe
or
 
:
ð7Þ
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r
o
or
r
o~/e
or
 !
þ k2L ~/e ¼ 0;
1
r
o
or
r
o~we
or
 !
þ k2T ~we ¼ 0; ð8Þwhere kL ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx=cLÞ2  n2
q
and kT ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðx=cTÞ2  n2
q
, with the general solutions~/e ¼ A1ðx; nÞHð1Þ0 ðkLrÞ þ A2ðx; nÞHð2Þ0 ðkLrÞ;
~we ¼ B1ðx; nÞHð1Þ0 ðkTrÞ þ B2ðx; nÞHð2Þ0 ðkTrÞ;
ð9Þin which Hð1Þn and H
ð2Þ
n , respectively, are the cylindrical Hankel functions of the ﬁrst and second kind of order n (Abramowitz
and Stegun, 1964), and A1ðx; nÞ through B2ðx; nÞ are unknown coefﬁcients.
2.2. The poroelastic soil
Denoting the average macroscopic displacement of the solid frame and the saturating ﬂuid on the elementary macro-
scopic volume (EMV) by the vectors u and U, respectively, the macroscopic stress tensor rij and the mean pore ﬂuid pressure
pp are given by (Bourbie et al., 1987)rij ¼ ðkf e bMfÞdij þ 2leij;
pp ¼ Mðf beÞ;
ð10Þwhereeij ¼ ðui;j þ uj;iÞ=2; f ¼ $ w ¼ /0ðe eÞ; e ¼ $  u; e ¼ $  U;
M ¼ 1=ððb /0Þ=Ks þ /0=K flÞ; b ¼ 1 Ko=Ks; kf ¼ K f  2l=3;
K f ¼ /0ð1=Ks  1=K flÞ þ 1=Ks  1=Ko/0=Koð1=Ks  1=K flÞ þ 1=Ksð1=Ks  1=KoÞ
;in which l is the shear modulus of the bare skeletal frame, /0 is pore volume fraction (porosity), Ko is the bulk modulus of
the dry skeleton (i.e., for the ‘‘open” system, pp ¼ 0), Ks is the bulk modulus of the material constituting the elastic matrix, K fl
is the bulk modulus of the saturating ﬂuid, K f is the bulk modulus of the ‘‘closed” system, andw ¼ /0ðU  uÞ is the ﬁltration
displacement vector. Also, the (coupled) equations of motion governing the displacements of the solid matrix and interstitial
liquid with dissipation taken into account are written as (Bourbie et al., 1987)ðkþ 2lÞ$$  uþ Q$$  U  l$ $ u ¼ q11€uþ q12 €U þ bðtÞ  ð _u _UÞ;
Q$$  uþ R$$  U ¼ q12€uþ q22 €U  bðtÞ  ð _u _UÞ;
ð11Þwherek ¼ kf þ /0Mð/0  2bÞ;
Q ¼ /0Mðb /0Þ;
R ¼ /20M;
q ¼ ð1 /0Þqs þ /0qfl;
q11 ¼ qþ /0qflða1  2Þ;
q12 ¼ /0qflð1 a1Þ;
q22 ¼ q q11  2q12 ¼ a1/0qfl;rfz
f
z
r r
z
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h
Fig. 1. Problem geometry.
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idated non-porous state, qfl is the density of saturating ﬂuid, q is the total mass density of ﬂuid-saturated material, and
q11;q12;q22 are (time-independent) effective densities (Allard, 1993). Furthermore bðtÞ is a time-dependant viscosity cou-
pling which describes transition behavior from viscosity dominated ﬂow in the low frequency range towards inertia dom-
inated ﬂow at high frequencies, a superimposed dot on a variable denotes the derivative with respect to time and a star
between two variables denotes time convolution.
Helmholtz decomposition theorem allows us to resolve the displacement ﬁelds as superposition of longitudinal and
transverse vector componentsu ¼ $Uþ $W;
U ¼ $X þ $H ð12Þwith the condition $ W ¼ 0 and $ H ¼ 0, where W ¼ $ ðezWÞ and H ¼ $ ðezHÞ (Pao and Mow, 1973). Substituting the
above resolutions into Biot’s ﬁeld equations of motion (11), and subsequent application of Fourier transformation with
respect to the time and axial coordinate variables, yieldðkþ 2lÞ o
2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 !eU þ Q o2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 !eX ¼ C1 eU þ C2eX ;
Q
o2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 !eU þ R o2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 !eX ¼ C2 eU þ C3eX ;
l o
2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 !
 C4
( ) eW þ ½x2q12 þ ixbðxÞ eH ¼ 0;
½x2q12 þ ixbðxÞ eW þ ½x2q22  ixbðxÞ eH ¼ 0;
ð13ÞwhereC1ðxÞ ¼ n2ðkþ 2lÞ x2q11 þ ixbðxÞ; C2ðxÞ ¼ n2Q x2q12  ixbðxÞ;
C3ðxÞ ¼ n2Rx2q22 þ ixbðxÞ; C4ðxÞ ¼ n2lx2q11 þ ixbðxÞ;and a common form for the viscous coupling factor is given as (Bourbie et al., 1987)bðxÞ ¼ /
2
0g
j
FðxÞ; ð14Þin which g is the saturating ﬂuid viscosity, j is the absolute (dc) permeability of porous medium, and FðxÞ is the viscosity
correction factor describing dynamic permeability effects. Johnson et al. (1987) proposed a very simple and fairly accurate
model for dynamic permeability in frequency domain, corresponding to the time domain bðtÞ in Eq. (11), in the form (JKD
model):FðxÞ ¼ 1þ i 4a
2
1j2qflx
gK2/20
( )1
2
; ð15ÞwhereK  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ8a1j=/0p is the viscous characteristic length (Allard, 1993). Due to generality of the JKDmodel, it has been used in
many investigations concerning acoustics of porousmedia (Bernabe, 1997; Lu and Hanyga, 2005; Lu and Jeng,2006a,b). More-
over, several authors have investigated the accuracy of JKD model and found generally good agreements with the measured
experimental (Charlaix et al., 1988) and ﬁnite-elementmodeling (Zhou and Sheng, 1989) results. Also, here it should be noted
that even though the viscosity correction factor, FðxÞ, is not by itself an absolutely integrable function, the Fourier transformof
the drag force terms present in Biot Eqs. of motion (11), bðtÞ  ð _u _UÞ; is a meaningful function (Lu and Hanyga, 2005). Thus,
FðxÞ should not be transformed separately and it has to be combined with relative velocity between the solid skeleton and
the pore ﬂuid in order to obtain the frequency domain drag force which can then be transformed back to time domain.
Next, after some manipulations on the potential Eq. (13), we arrive at the Helmholtz equation (Bourbie et al., 1987)o2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 !eUf ;s þ k2f ;s eUf ;s ¼ 0;
o2
or2
þ 1
r
o
or
 ! eW þ k2t eW ¼ 0;
ð16Þwherek2f ;s ¼
X1 	
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X21  4X2X3
q
2X2
; k2t ¼
!1bðxÞ  i!2
lðbðxÞ þ iq22xÞ
;
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!1 ¼ x2ðq11 þ 2q12 þ q22Þ  n2l; !2 ¼ n2lq22xþ ðq212  q11q22Þx2:Also, keeping in mind the absence of incoming waves, while choosing the branch of kf ;s;t such that Imðkf ;s;tÞ < 0 (i.e., to guar-
antee the attenuation of elastic wave in the porous medium), the general solution of Eq. (16) can be written in the form
(Lu and Jeng, 2006a):eUf ¼ Cðx; nÞHð2Þ0 ðkf rÞ;eUs ¼ Dðx; nÞHð2Þ0 ðksrÞ;eW ¼ Eðx; nÞHð2Þ0 ðktrÞ;
ð17Þwhere Cðx; nÞ, Dðx; nÞ and Eðx; nÞ are unknown wave propagation coefﬁcients. Moreover, after some manipulations, the
potentials eU, eX and eH are written as:eU ¼ eUf þ eUs; eX ¼ lf eUf þ ls eUs; eH ¼ a0 eW; ð18Þ
wherelf ;s ¼
½Rðkþ 2lÞ  Q2k2f ;s þ RC1  QC2
QC3  RC2 ; a0 ¼
q12x2 þ ixbðxÞ
q22x2 þ ixbðxÞ
:Besides, using (10) and (12), the pertinent transformed displacement and stress components in the poroelastic formation are
written as:~ur ¼ o
eU
or
þ in o
eW
or
; ~uz ¼ ineU  1r oor r oor eW
 
;
eUr ¼ oeXor þ in o eHor ; eUz ¼ ineX  1r oor r oor eH
 
;
~rrr ¼ ðkf  /0bMÞ
1
r
o
or
r
oeU
or
 !
 n2 eU" #þ /0bM 1r oor r oeXor
 !
 n2eX" #þ 2l o2 eU
or2
þ in o
2W
or2
 !
;
~rrz ¼ l 2in o
eU
or
 n2 o
eW
or
þ 1
r2
o
or
r
o eW
or
 !
 1
r
o2
or2
r
o eW
or
 !" #
:
ð19Þ2.3. Boundary conditions
The appropriate boundary conditions corresponding to a general axisymmetric constant moving concentrated normal
ring load of uniform velocity c0, applied on the inner surface of the elastic shell (see Fig. 1), are written as (Chonan, 1981):Rrrjr¼a ¼ frdðz c0tÞ; Rrzjr¼a ¼ fzdðz c0tÞ; ð20Þ
where fr and fz are the amplitudes of the radial and axial components of the applied load, respectively. Furthermore, at the
outer interface of the impenetrable elastic shell with the poroelastic formation, we have (Hasheminejad and Hosseini, 2008)owr
ot

r¼b
¼ /0
oðUr  urÞ
ot

r¼b
¼ 0: ð21ÞAlso, supposing that the shell and the porous media are joined together by a thin and massless viscoelastic bond, we take
(Chonan, 1981)rrr jr¼b ¼ Rrr jr¼b; rrzjr¼b ¼ Rrzjr¼b; ð22Þ
where in order to take the viscoelasticity of the bond into account, the normal and shear stresses in the bond may simply be
assumed to be proportional to the relative normal and tangential displacements between the shell and the formation (Jones
and Whittier, 1967)Rrrjr¼b ¼ Kr þ Cr oot
 	ður jr¼b Wr jr¼bÞ;
Rrzjr¼b ¼ Kz þ Cz oot
 	ðuzjr¼b Wzjr¼bÞ; ð23Þin which Kr and Cr , respectively, are the stiffness and damping coefﬁcients of the bond in the normal direction, and Kz and Cz
are those in the axial direction, and we have implicitly assumed that liner/soil (imperfect) boundary conditions are invariant
in the longitudinal direction. Subsequent double Fourier transformation of the above boundary conditions, leads to the
following important constraint equations
Table 1
Biot inp
Parame
qs (kg/
l (N/m
Ks (N/m
qfl (kg/
K fl (N/m
g (N s/m
Ko (N/m
j (m2)
/0
a1
K (m)
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~wr jr¼b ¼ 0; ~rrrjr¼b ¼ eRrrjr¼b; ~rrzjr¼b ¼ eRrzjr¼b;
ðKr þ ixCrÞð~ur jr¼b  fWrjr¼bÞ ¼ eRrrjr¼b; ðKz þ ixCzÞð~uzjr¼b  fWzjr¼bÞ ¼ eRrzjr¼b;
ð24ÞLastly, use of (7) and (19) along with the relevant ﬁeld expansions in (24), after somemanipulations, yields a linear system of
equations as given in the Appendix. Consequently, the relevant displacement and stress components in the frequency–wave-
number domain can readily be obtained from Eqs. (7) and (19), once the unknown variables A1ðx; nÞ through Eðx; nÞ are
determined from the above boundary conditions. Subsequently, the corresponding time-space domain solutions can be
recovered by double inverse Fourier transformation (6b) with respect to the ðx; nÞ parameters.
Now, it is notable that due to the presence of the factor dðxþ c0nÞ in all the expressions for the ﬁeld variables, the inverse
Fourier transformation with respect to frequency can be fulﬁlled analytically (Lu and Jeng, 2006a). However, since the
expressions for the displacements and stresses are very complicated, the inverse Fourier transformation with respect to
the axial wave number can only be accomplished numerically. Hence, in order to show the implementation of the double
inverse Fourier transformation to the physical variables appearing in Eqs. (7) and (19), without losing generality, we suppose
that, for example, the radial displacement of the solid frame, ~ur , can be decomposed as~urðr; n;xÞ ¼ dðxþ c0nÞ½fr~uð1Þr ðr; n;xÞ þ fz~uð2Þr ðr; n;xÞ: ð25Þ
Consequently, using (6b), the integral representation of ur in the time-space domain is written in the formurðr; z; tÞ ¼ 14p2
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
dðxþ c0nÞ½fr~uð1Þr ðr; n;xÞ þ fz~uð2Þr ðr; n;xÞeiðxtþnzÞdxdn;orurðr;zÞ ¼ 14p2
Z 1
1
½fr~uð1Þr ðr; n;c0nÞ þ fz~uð2Þr ðr; n;c0nÞeinzdn; ð26Þwhere z ¼ z c0t, and we have used the classical deﬁnition of the Dirac-d function (Arfken, 1985). Also, here we note that
urðr;zÞ is time-independent, as it only depends on r;z and c0. In other words, in the case of a moving load with constant
magnitude and velocity and when the steady-state has been achieved, response of the elastic shell and porous medium
can be considered time invariant with respect to the moving frame attached to the moving load. Physically, this scenario
is due to the fact that if a load has been moving for a very long time, then, a steady-state will be achieved in the moving
reference frame adhered to the moving load.
3. Numerical results
To illustrate the nature and general behavior of the solution, we consider some numerical examples in this section. Real-
izing the number of parameters involved here as well as our computational hardware limitations, we conﬁne our attention to
a particular model. The input parameter values for two different water-saturated poroelastic soils with distinct frame prop-
erties, i.e., soft soil: unconsolidated sand (Lo et al., 2006) and stiff soil: Nivelsteiner sandstone (Carcione et al., 2004), are
compiled in Table 1. The elastic lining is assumed to be made of concrete (qe ¼ 2242 kg/m3, le ¼ 1:108 1010 N/m2,
ke ¼ 3:499 109 N/m2) with a ﬁxed outer radius (b = 3 m) and uniform wall thickness (h = 0.3 m). The applied load is sup-
posed to be purely radial ðfz ¼ 0Þ with an amplitude of fr ¼ 1000 N/m2. Also, in order to avoid liner boundary condition com-
plications, the limiting case where the shell and the poroelastic medium are perfectly bonded in the radial direction (i.e.,
Kr ;Cr !1), while they are ﬂexibly bonded in the axial direction are considered (Chonan, 1981). In particular, ﬁve different
degrees of bonding conditions in the axial direction, ranging from no bonding to full bonding between the liner and poro-
elastic formation, are assumed, i.e.,ut parameter values
ter Water-saturated sand (soft soil) Water-saturated sandstone (stiff soil)
m3) 2650 2650
2) 6 106 4:55 109
2) 35 109 36 109
m3) 1000 1000
2) 2:25 109 2:223 109
2) 0.001 0.001
2) 1:25 107 6:21 109
1:1 1010 5 1012
0.44 0.33
1.63 2.015
5:7 105 9 108
Fig. 2.
conditio
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ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l=q
p
Cz=ðlþ cTCzÞ ! 1;
Loose contacts : Kz ¼ 0;l and w ¼ 0;0:5;
(
ð27Þwhere w is a dimensionless bonding parameter (Vashishth and Khurana, 2004) whose value is unity for the case of welded
contact and zero for smooth contact. A general Mathematica code was constructed for treating boundary conditions A-1,
A-2,A-3,A-4,A-5,A-6,A-7, and to numerically evaluate the inverse Fourier transforms with respect to the axial wave number
(see Eq. (26)) using Gaussian Quadrature. The convergence of numerical integrations were systematically checked in a sim-
ple trial and error manner, by increasing the number of Gauss points and also the number of sub-intervals, while checking for
stability in the numerical value of the solutions (Hasheminejad and Komeili, 2007).
Fig. 2 displays the variation in the radial shell’s mid-plane displacement right under the load,Wrðr ¼ a ¼ ðaþ bÞ=2; z ¼ 0Þ,
with the load velocity, c0, for selected liner interface conditions and soil types. Also shown is the corresponding elastic frame
radial displacement at a selected depth within the poroelastic formation, urðr ¼ 1:5b;z ¼ 0Þ. The computed results for the
unlined tunnel (i.e., ‘‘no liner”) are also added in the last two plots for comparison purposes. The most important observa-
tions are as follows. The general trends observed in the shell and formation displacement curves are nearly similar. The dis-
placement amplitudes induced by the moving load traveling along the concrete liner embedded within soft soil are about an
order of magnitude higher than those in the stiff soil. The radial soil displacement amplitudes for the unlined tunnel in the
soft soil are about two orders of magnitude higher than those of the lined tunnel at low and intermediate load velocities. This
implies that using a stiff liner for a tunnel embedded in soft soil is expected to be more effective for low and intermediate
load velocities. For the soft soil, nearly all shell mid-plane displacements under the load coincide in almost the entire range
of load speed, except at the intermediate speed of c0 ¼ 500 m/s, where there is a single notable resonant peak. This peak
velocity may be directly related to approaching of two speciﬁc complex roots ðnÞ of the determinant of the linear system
A-1,A-2,A-3,A-4,A-5,A-6,A-7 at x ¼ c0n. It is noteworthy that in case of the poroelastic soil, the roots of the above deter-
minant are generally complex-valued, due to the dissipative drag force between the pore ﬂuid and the solid skeleton (Lu
and Jeng, 2006a). In case of an undamped system (i.e., for an entirely elastic surrounding soil) two real double roots have
been observed to approach each other and coincide (Chonan, 1981), and one encounters a resonance in the sense that the
amplitude of the displacement becomes unbounded all along the shell. Hereafter the load speed for which the above reso-
nance effect occurs is called the primary critical speed, ccr. Such critical load velocity may be linked to the minimum velocity
at which waves can propagate in the system (Ruzzene and Baz, 2006). There is also an extra (secondary) peak/dip in the soft0 500 1000 1500
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406 S.M. Hasheminejad, M. Komeili / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 398–411formation displacement curves at a relatively low load speed, where the imperfect bonding effects are also noticeable. Keep-
ing in mind the occurrence of the same peak in the unlined tunnel situation, one can directly relate this peak to the shear
wave velocity in the soft permeable soil medium, cSH ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l=q
p ¼ 56 m/s, which was also recently observed by Lu and Jeng
(2006a). A similar phenomena is observed for the unlined tunnel within the stiff formation, where we see a notable primary
peak at about cSH ¼ 1454 m/s. It is interesting to note that the former mentioned peak (secondary critical velocity) in the soft
soil does not absolutely show up in the shell displacement curves (i.e., in the top left plot in Fig. 2), which points to the
important advantage of using a relatively stiffer liner (in comparison with the surrounding soil overall stiffness) at low load
speeds, almost regardless of the bonding conditions. Moreover, while the liner interface bonding conditions are noted
(above) to have a small effect on the system critical velocity in the soft soil, they seem to have a notable inﬂuence in the
stiff soil situation. In particular, we note that, in contrast to the soft soil situation, the various selected interface bonding con-
ditions lead to distinctly different critical load speeds (peaks) in the high velocity range. More speciﬁcally, it is clear that the
lowest critical load speed occurs for the perfectly loose liner (solid upright triangles or Kz ¼ w ¼ 0), while the highest one is
associated with the perfectly bonded liner (hollow circular markers or Kz !1;w! 1Þ. In addition, it is seen that increasing
interface damping to w ¼ 0:5 leads to a remarkable decrease in the shell mid-plane displacement amplitudes (i.e., notable
sharp peaks are no longer observable) in addition to the rightward shift in the critical load speed mentioned earlier. For
the soft soil formation, on the other hand, increasing interface damping leads to a somewhat unexpected increase in the dis-
placement amplitudes under the load at c ¼ ccr  500 m/s. Another interesting observation is the generally negative ampli-
tude shell displacement under the load (i.e., downward, opposite to load direction) for supercritical load velocities c > ccr,
especially for the stiff soil medium.
Fig. 3 shows the variation in the shell’s mid-plane radial displacement amplitude, Wr ðr ¼ a;zÞ, with the axial distance
parameter, z, for the selected liner interface conditions and soil types at several load speeds (c0 ¼ 10, 100, 500, 1000,
1300 m/s). The most important observations are as follows. When the load velocity is smaller than the shear wave speed
in the porous medium ðc0=cSH < 1Þ, the corresponding Mach cones for the shear waves do not occur (Lu and Jeng, 2006a),
and the displacement curves are therefore nearly symmetric with respect to the load (e.g., c0 ¼ 10 m/s for the soft soil, and
c0 ¼ 10, 100, 500,1000 m/s for the stiff soil). Also, the interface bonding condition appears to have no effect on the shell’s
dynamic response at relatively low load velocities (e.g., c0 ¼ 10, 100 m/s), almost irrespective of soil type. As the load
velocity is increased to c0 ¼ 500 m/s, which is near the primary critical load velocity for elastic liner embedded in the soft
soil (see Fig. 2), the displacement curves exhibit an oscillatory response and their overall amplitudes increase considerably,
while they have lost their symmetry with respect to the load. Also, the effect of interface bonding condition now becomes
more noticeable. The inﬂuence of the interface bonding condition strengthens with further increase of load velocity (i.e.,
c0 ¼ 1000, 1300 m/s). In particular, we note that for the elastic liner embedded within the soft soil with no interface
damping (i.e., w ¼ 0), the maximum shell displacement is observed ahead of the load, while for the perfectly bonded or
for the selected interface damping (i.e., w ¼ 1, 0.5), the maximum shell displacement occurs behind the load. For the stiff
soil, on the other hand, the state of interface bonding has nearly no effect on the shell’s dynamic response for a relatively
wide range of load speeds (i.e., nearly up to c0 ¼ 1000 m/s). As the load velocities approach the critical velocities (resonant
peaks) observed in the second column of Fig. 2, the effect of interface bonding becomes signiﬁcant in the stiff soil.
Particularly, we note that for c0 ¼ 1300 m/s, the maximum displacements (oscillations) occur for cases of no interface
damping (i.e., w ¼ 0), while in the perfectly bonded or damped interface situation relatively lower amplitudes with merely
no oscillations are observed. Furthermore, we note that in case of the undamped stiff interface ðw ¼ 0;Kz ¼ lÞ, where the
load velocity is near the critical load speed, the relatively high amplitude displacement curve (solid circular markers)
becomes oscillatory, while it retains its symmetric with respect to the load. On the other hand, in case of the perfectly
loose liner ðKz ¼ w ¼ 0Þ, where the load velocity c0 has just passed the critical load speed, the relatively high amplitude
displacement curve (solid upright triangles) becomes highly oscillatory, while it completely looses its symmetric with re-
spect to the load.
Fig. 4 shows the variation in the radial frame displacement amplitude of a selected point in the poroelastic formation
along the tunnel, urðr ¼ 1:5b;zÞ, for the selected load speeds, liner interface conditions and soil types. Here, it should be
noted that, due to the problem axisymmetry, using a deeper receiver location is expected to mainly dampen the overall re-
sponse amplitude (i.e., a similar trend is anticipated). Hence, calculating the formation response at the selected point is likely
to give us a reasonable representation of the dynamic effects within the poroelastic medium (Lu and Jeng, 2006b). Comments
similar to above remarks can readily be made. The most important distinction is that, in contrast to the previous ﬁgure, the
effect of interface bonding condition in the soft soil is also evident at a relatively low load speed (i.e., at c0 ¼ 100 m/s), which
is in fact in the vicinity of the ﬁrst peak (i.e., the secondary critical velocity) previously observed in Fig. 2. At relatively high
load speeds (i.e., at c0 ¼ 1000;1300 m/s), nearly no soil displacement is observed behind the load for the undamped interface
(i.e., w ¼ 0) within the soft soil, while virtually zero soil displacement occurs in front of the load for the perfectly bonded or
damped interface (i.e., w ¼ 1, 0.5). This spatial dampening of the displacement oscillations can be related to the dynamic
poroelasticity effects in the permeable surrounding formation (Hasheminejad and Hosseini, 2008). Lastly, the most interest-
ing observation is perhaps the remarkable inﬂuence of the presence of the liner on decreasing the overall displacement
amplitudes within the surrounding soft formation, especially at low and intermediate load velocities. This effect is much less
prominent in the stiff soil. In addition, the notable negative radial displacement amplitude along the tunnel at very high
(supercritical) load speeds in the soft soil is evident in the ﬁgure.
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Fig. 3. Variation in the shell’s mid-plane radial displacement with the axial distance parameter for selected load speeds, liner interface conditions and soil
types.
S.M. Hasheminejad, M. Komeili / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 398–411 407Finally, to check overall validity of the work, we ﬁrst computed the variation in the normalized radial soil displacement,
u ¼ urðr ¼ 1:5b;zÞ=fr (b = 1 m), with the axial parameter, z, due to a normal ring load moving at selected normalized speeds
ðc ¼ c0=cSH ¼ 0:1;0:5;0:9Þ along an unlined tunnel ðh ¼ 0Þ embedded within poroelastic soil with its material properties as
provided in Lu and Jeng’s (2006a) work. The outcome as shown in Fig. 5a shows excellent agreement with numerical results
presented in Fig. 2a of the latter mentioned article. As a further check, we reproduced the numerical results presented by
Chonan (1981) for a ring load moving at a uniform speed ðc0 ¼ 0:25
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qeð1 m2eÞ=Ee
p Þ along an elastic liner (h/b = 0.05) imper-
fectly bonded to a boundless elastic medium, and with the following input physical parameter values: Es=Ee ¼ 0:125,
qs=qe ¼ 0:329, ms ¼ 0:33, me ¼ 0:28; where Ee; me and Es; ms are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of elastic shell and
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Fig. 4. Variation in the radial displacement of a selected point in the poroelastic formation with the axial distance parameter for chosen load speeds, liner
interface conditions and soil types.
408 S.M. Hasheminejad, M. Komeili / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 398–411the solid matrix, respectively. To do this, we used the so-called ‘‘all-solid approximation” for the surrounding formation
(Bourbie et al., 1987), i.e., we set /0 ! 0 (vanishing medium porosity), a1 ! 1 (maximal frame structure factor or tortuos-
ity), K0 ¼ Ks ¼ Es=ð3 6msÞ (setting stiffness of the dry skeleton in the open pp ¼ 0 condition equal to that of the constituting
elastic matrix) in our general Mathematica code, in order to compute the normalized radial shell displacement
W ¼WrEe=½frð1 m2eÞ versus z ¼ z=h for selected interface bonding parameters (cs ¼ Kzhð1 m2eÞ=Ee ¼ 0, 0.01, 0.1, and
1). The outcome as shown in Fig. 5b shows excellent agreement with numerical results presented in 5 of Chonan’s
(1981) work.
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Fig. 5. (a) Normalized radial soil displacement, u ¼ urðr ¼ 1:5b;zÞ=fr , versus z due to a normal ring load moving at selected normalized speeds
ðc ¼ c0=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l=q
p ¼ 0:1; 0:5; 0:9Þ along an unlined tunnel embedded within poroelastic soil. (b) Normalized radial shell displacement, W ¼WrEe=½frð1 m2e Þ,
versus z ¼ z=h for selected interface bonding parameters (cs ¼ Kzhð1 m2eÞ=Ee ¼ 0, 0.01, 0.1, and1) using the ‘‘all-solid approximation” for the surrounding
formation.
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A semi-analytical solution for steady-state interaction of an axisymmetric radial internal ring load moving at uniform
speed along a thick-walled elastic circular liner of inﬁnite extent, which is imperfectly bonded to the surrounding ﬂuid-inﬁl-
trated porous elastic medium, is presented. Numerical results reveal the inﬂuence of liner/soil interface bonding condition,
soil type, and load velocity on the system dynamic response. The most important observations are summarized as follows. At
relatively low load velocities (c0 6 100 m/s), the radial soil displacement amplitudes associated with the lined tunnel
embedded within soft soil are typically much lower than those of the unlined tunnel (i.e., using a stiff liner in soft soil is
extremely effective in the low velocity range). A notable resonant peak in the liner displacement curves at an intermediate
(a relatively high) load speed is identiﬁed as the primary critical velocity of the system for embedment within the soft (stiff)
soil. Also, an extra peak in the soft soil displacement curves is detected at a relatively low load speed, which is directly linked
to the shear wave velocity in the soft surrounding formation, and is referred to as the system secondary critical velocity. It
does not absolutely show up in the corresponding shell displacement curves, which further points to the key advantage of
using a relatively stiff liner within the soft soil in the low load speed range.
The liner interface bonding condition is noted to have a negligible (notable) effect on the magnitude of system critical
velocity in the soft (stiff) soil. In particular, the lowest critical load speed is found to occur for the perfectly loose liner,
while the highest one is associated with the perfectly bonded liner in the stiff soil. Moreover, the interface bonding con-
dition appears to have no effect on the liner’s dynamic response along the tunnel at relatively low load velocities, almost
irrespective of soil type. Speciﬁcally, when the load speed is far below the primary critical velocity, the liner’s dynamic
response curves are nearly symmetric about the load and roughly bell-shaped (non-oscillatory). As the load speed
approaches the primary critical velocity, the effect of interface bonding condition becomes more noticeable, the liner
displacement curves exhibit an oscillatory response of relatively high overall amplitude, while they begin to loose their
symmetry with respect to the load. When the load speed passes the critical velocity, the effect of interface bonding be-
410 S.M. Hasheminejad, M. Komeili / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 398–411comes signiﬁcant, while the relatively high amplitude and highly oscillatory response curves completely loose their
symmetry.
Appendix AA1f2kLleHð1Þ1 ðkLbÞ=b ½n2ke þ k2Lðke þ 2leÞHð1Þ0 ðkLbÞg þ A2f2kLleHð2Þ1 ðkLbÞ=b ½n2ke þ k2Lðke þ 2leÞHð2Þ0 ðkLbÞg
 B1fink2Tle½Hð1Þ0 ðkTbÞ  Hð1Þ2 ðkTbÞg  B2fink2Tle½Hð2Þ0 ðkTbÞ  Hð2Þ2 ðkTbÞg þ Cf½n2kf þ k2f ðkf þ 2lÞ
þMbðk2f þ n2Þðlf  1Þ/0Hð2Þ0 ðkf bÞ  2kflHð2Þ1 ðkf bÞ=bg þ Df½n2kf þ k2s ðkf þ 2lÞ þMbðk2s þ n2Þðls  1Þ/0Hð2Þ0 ðksbÞ
 2kslHð2Þ1 ðksbÞ=bg  E½ð2iktnl=bÞHð2Þ1 ðktbÞ  ð2ik2t nlÞHð2Þ0 ðktbÞ ¼ 0; ðA-1Þ
2iA1nkLleH
ð1Þ
1 ðkLbÞ þ 2iA2nkLleHð2Þ1 ðkLbÞ þ B1kTðk2T  n2ÞleHð1Þ1 ðkTbÞ þ B2kTðk2T  n2ÞleHð2Þ1 ðkTbÞ
 2inl½CkfHð2Þ1 ðkf bÞ þ DksHð2Þ1 ðksbÞ þ Ektlðn2  k2t ÞHð2Þ1 ðktbÞ ¼ 0; ðA-2Þ
A1f2kLleHð1Þ1 ðkLbÞ=b ½n2ke þ k2Lðke þ 2leÞHð1Þ0 ðkLbÞ  ðKr þ ixCrÞkLHð1Þ1 ðkLbÞg þ A2f2kLleHð2Þ1 ðkLbÞ=b
 ½n2ke þ k2Lðke þ 2leÞHð2Þ0 ðkLbÞ  ðKr þ ixCrÞkLHð2Þ1 ðkLbÞg  B1fink2Tle½Hð1Þ0 ðkTbÞ  Hð1Þ2 ðkTbÞ þ ðKr þ ixCrÞ
 inkTHð1Þ1 ðkTbÞg  B2fink2Tle½Hð2Þ0 ðkTbÞ  Hð2Þ2 ðkTbÞ þ ðKr þ ixCrÞinkTHð2Þ1 ðkTbÞg þ ðKr þ ixCrÞ
 ½CkfHð2Þ1 ðkf bÞ þ DksHð2Þ1 ðksbÞ þ iEktnHð2Þ1 ðktbÞ ¼ 0; ðA-3Þ
2iA1½nkLleHð1Þ1 ðkLbÞ  inðKz þ ixCzÞHð1Þ0 ðkLbÞ þ 2iA2½nkLleHð2Þ1 ðkLbÞ  inðKz þ ixCzÞHð2Þ0 ðkLbÞ
þ B1½kTðk2T  n2ÞleHð1Þ1 ðkTbÞ  k2TðKz þ ixCzÞHð1Þ0 ðkTbÞ þ B2½kTðk2T  n2ÞleHð2Þ1 ðkTbÞ  k2TðKz þ ixCzÞHð2Þ0 ðkTbÞ
þ ðKz þ ixCzÞin½CHð2Þ0 ðkf bÞ þ DHð2Þ0 ðksbÞ þ ðKz þ ixCzÞEk2t Hð2Þ1 ðktbÞ ¼ 0; ðA-4Þ
Cðk2f þ n2Þðlf  1ÞHð2Þ0 ðkf bÞ þ Dðk2s þ n2Þðls  1ÞHð2Þ0 ðksbÞ ¼ 0; ðA-5Þ
A1fð2kLle=aÞHð1Þ1 ðkLaÞ  ½n2ke þ k2L ðke þ 2leÞHð1Þ0 ðkLaÞg þ A2fð2kLle=aÞHð2Þ1 ðkLaÞ  ½n2ke þ k2L ðke þ 2leÞHð2Þ0 ðkLaÞg
 ink2TlefB1½Hð1Þ0 ðkTaÞ  Hð1Þ2 ðkTaÞ  B2½Hð2Þ0 ðkTaÞ  Hð2Þ2 ðkTaÞg ¼ 2pfrdðxþ c0nÞ; ðA-6Þ
2inkLA1leH
ð1Þ
1 ðkLaÞ þ 2inkLA2leHð2Þ1 ðkLaÞ þ kTleðk2T  n2Þ½B1Hð1Þ1 ðkTaÞ þ B2Hð2Þ1 ðkTaÞ ¼ 2pfzdðxþ c0nÞ: ðA-7ÞReferences
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